Young Reader series (grades 2 – 4)

available on OVERDRIVE

Note: the full series is not always available, but it is listed if several are available.
If you get hooked on a series...and wish more were there – Let Amy Kaplan know!
Contact Amy Kaplan at: abgkaplan@briarcliffmanorlibrary.org

A to Z Mysteries by Roy
Beast Quest by Blade
Captain Underpants by Pilkey
Chicken Squad by Cronin
Critter Club by Barkley
Dragon Masters by West
Franny K. Stein, Mad Scientist by Benton
Heidi Heckelbeck by Coven
I Survived by Tarshish
Ivy and Bean by Barrows
Jake Maddox sports books
Junie B. Jones by Park
Just Grace by Harper
Kingdom of Wrenly by Quinn
Lulu by McKay
Magic Tree House by Osborne
My Weird School by Gutman (also on Hoopla)
Notebook of Doom by Cummings
Owl Diaries by Elliott
Rainbow Fairies by Meadows
Secrets of Droon by Abbott
Upside-Down Magic by Mlynowski
Who Was various authors